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By ELLEN SHULTE
George Frederick McKay of the
University of Washington will be
guest speaker at the fourth annual
SJS Contemporary Music Festival
tomorrow, which is under the direction of Dr. Robert Hare. associate professor of music.
Professor McKay will begin the
series of five events at 9:30 a.m.
with a lecture entitled "Frontiers
of Music." All events will be in
Concert Hall and will be open to
the public without charge.

siveness of harmony, poetic-mystic
expression through organ music
and a belief in the importance of
music for educational purposes.
COMPOSERS’ FORUM
Thomas Ryan, professor of music, will moderate a composers’
forum at 11:30 a.m. The panel will
consist of composers whose works

Art Attitudes
Told Today

Talks Today on Life

As Nazi Prisoner

GEORGE F.

McKAY
. . . guest speaker

Brusletten, Stanley Summers, J.
Shaffer Smith, Richard Smith, Dr.
Henry Melnick, Ronald Thompson, Dr. Frederick Kipp and Fedor Kabalin.
Musical performances will be
given at 10:30 nm, by the symphonic band under the direction
of Dr. Hare; at 1:45 p.m. by
chamber ensembles directed by asappear on the Festival program.
Composers who will attend are:

"Radicalism and Art" will be
discussed by Dr. Richard Tansey,
professor of art, at a TASC-sponsored lecture appearance today at
3:30 p.m. in A133.
Dr. Tansey will speak on Russian and American attitudes toward contemporary art and will
trace revolutionary trends in painting from the "pictorial revolution"
in MO, according to Bob Gill,
TASC education chairman.
Dr Tansey received his A.B.,
M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from Harvard university and has been on
the SJS faculty since 1947.
Herman Timm ssen, prote:sor of
Slides illustrating various art
!es will be shown with Dr. Ten- speech at the University of California, Berkeley, will discuss "The
sity s talk.
Short and Bewildered Life of the
So -Called ’Ordinary Language
Philosophy’," tonight at 8 in
CH160.
Professor Tennessen, who had
tormal academic training in Norway, is being sponsored by the
"Battleship Potemkin," motiontdepartment.
ered by many critics one of the philosophy
Dr. Frederick C. Dommeyei.
greatest motion pictures ever prohead, said
dueed will he shown on campus Philosophy department
Tennessen will represent
twits. today, according to Robert Professor
one view of a double-edged philoOreii. coordinator of the Film
sophical stand, which contends
(lassies program.
philosophy today has "linguistic
Showings will be at 3:30 in
and must try to comT1155 and 7 p.m. in Concert Hall. problems,"
municate with "ordinary lanThe 1925 Russian film will be
preceded by a color movie on the guage."
The other side of the argument,
works it Rembrandt and a taped
said Dr. Dammeyer, holds that
commentary of "Potemkin" predeveloping
pared by Dr. Hugh Gillis, pro- philosophy must keep
an "artificial," technical language
fessoi of speech and drama.
of its own, more precise, more
logical.
Both sides of the argument have
been studied extensively at Cambridge and Oxford universities in
England, Dr. Dommeyer pointed
out.
S.IS students have reProfessor Tennessen held teachcekist scholarship!’ for the West ing positions at the Universities
Coast Nat tire School’s workshops of Oslo and Bergen in Norway
to be held this summer, according before /tomintt to Cal
to Mis. Dorothy Ellis, secretary.
of the school.
Tile students are Dick Bristow,
Charles Greenleaf, Jerry HouseMan, Joan Peters, Pam Ratio,’
8014 ’rinneti, and Vertu Raab.
These scholarships cover the
cost of one college unit for one
By MARIE LOPEZ
of the three workshops planned at
Since Russia and the United
Fallen Leaf lake June 19. Sequoia
National park June 26 and Cam- States are faced with the immense problem of mutual underbria Pines July 13.
the task of exchanging
Dr, Arnold G. Applegarth, pro- standing,
between t he
fessor of zoology, said the schol- cultural knowledge
should be intensified
countries
two
arships are provided by the Auduto Wilbon Screen Tours sponsored joint- from all sides, according
Poytress, professor of ecoly by the Santa Clara Valley Au- liam H.
nomics.
dution society and SJS.
"However, Russia’s objective to
build a favorable ’image’ of herself and her rigid control of outNo Arab Classes
going information will continue to
he
[ inguage class will create further problems,"
he
not schedule any more meetings stated at yesterday’s noon book
this semester due to the approach - talk in cafeteria rooms A and R.
DESCRIBES POLICY
Mg final examinations, Faleh
Professor Poytress reviewed
Sayid-Hatim, president of the
Arab -American students assn., an- Frederick C. Barghoorn’s recently
nottnititil yesterday. The classes published hook, ’"The Soviet Culwill resume next fall, he said.
tural Offensive," which describes

U.C. Speech Prof
Lectures Tonight

7 SJS Students
Get Scholarships

Dr. Paul Pisk, Leonard Berkowitz, Rowan Taylor, Eunice Kettering, Elliott Schwartz, Irvin
sociate professors of music Wayne
Sorensen and Donald Ilomuth, and
Clement Hutchinson, assistant profes.sor of music: at 3:30 p.m. the
college symphony orchestra conducted by Dr. Gibson Walters, professor of music.

Psychology Prof

EASTMAN GRADUATE
lie was the earliest Eastman
school of music graduate in composition and has received commissions to write scores for the Indianapolis symphony, Seattle Music and Art foundation and the
Seattle Women’s symphony.
Professor McKay has written
various books concerning folk music, a search for American idiomatic expression, abstract expres-

Russian Movie
To Be Shown Today

a-.
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A psychologist who survived the
Nazi concentration camps at
Buchenwald and Dachau, Dr.
Bruno Bettelheim, will speak today
on "Lessons from the Concentration Camps."
Dr. Bettelheim will speak at 8
p.m. in S142. The talk is open to
all interested persons, and is sponsored by Psi Chi, psychology honorary fraternity.
U. OF CHICAGO
Dr. Bettelheim, now an authority on children at the University
of Chicago and author of several
texts has written several articles
on his experiences in the German
camps during 1938-39. He escaped
the camps before the "final solution to the Jewish problem" involved mass murder.
One of the major problems in
the "extreme situation" of such
camps, Dr. Bettelheim has written, is the difficulty of keeping
individual or group identity in the
face of brutality, atrocity, and
Aarvation.
PERSONAL IDENTITY
According to Dr. It. C. Johnson, associate professor of psychology, one conclusion the psychologist has drawn from concentration Camp experiences is that
highly indoctrinated groups can
resist the pressure much better
than persons with no strong beliefs
or ties. The greater the group or
personal identity, the greater the
resistance was in such camps.

Prof To Explain
’Student ism
"The Miracle Called Student km" will be explained by Dr.
Pete Zidnak, associate professor
of business, following an initiation banquet Saturday at 7 p.m.
in the cafeteria for Epsilon Pi Tau,
an industrial arts honor fraternity, Karl Shulz, fraternity president announced.
Schulz stated that tickets for
the’ dinner, open to everyone, are
available for $2.75 in Dr. Ralph
C. Bohn’s office in IA112.
Previous to the dinner, the initiation ceremony will be in the college chapel at 6 p.m. for members
and family only. A reception following at 6:30 in rooms A and A
of the cafeteria is also open to
everyone, Schulz said

Professor Stresses Intensified
Russ-U.S. Cultural Exchange
Soviet policy in using cultural exchanges for Kremlin purposes.
Mr. Poytress was Instrumental
In establishing the first Russian
history and the first Russian language course at SJS.
THREE PARTS
He stated Russia sees the outside world in three parts: the underdeveloped countries (namely
Asia and Africa), Europe and the
United States. This country has
many facets that are particularly
vulnerable to attack, he said.
The author, according to Professor Poythess, Is optimistic and
concludes on the note that if we
have been passive In the past, we
would do well in the future to
be aggressive in pursuing opportunities to learn more about the
Soviet Union.

The Rally committec’, annual
High School Rally convention will
be Saturday from 8:30 a.m. to
4.30 p.m. on campus, according to
Bill Jacobsen, committee vice
chairman and head of the convent ion.
More than 400 students from
high schools within a 50-mile radius of San Jose will attend, Jacobsen announced. He added that
19 high school have already replied to invitations.
Each year, Jacobsen said, these
high schools send up to 15 representatives to the convention to
learn about the function and activities of the SJS Rally commit tee. Ideas of their own rally committees are exchanged and there
is song girl and yell leader cornpetition, Jacobsen added.
Jacobs& indictaed that a trophy will be awarded to the most
outstanding high school.

Deadline Tomorrow
To Purchase Bids
For Jr.-Sr. Ball
Tomortow is the last day to
purchase bids for "Hawaiian Nocturne," the junior-senior ball to
be held May 20 at the Hawaiian
Gardens from 9-1.
Bids for the semi -formal ball
may be purchased in front of the
Spartan bookstore, cafeteria or in
TH16, according to Kathy Kennedy,.junior class publicity chairman. ,Students who ordered leis
for the ball may pay for them in
TH16, Miss Kennedy said.
Featured at the dance are Sal
Carson’s nine-piece combo, a female vocalist, and the crowning
of the Joe College-Betty Coed contest winners.
Miss Kennedy explained students may use their bids at the
door to cast a vote for a contest
candidate.

The proposed closing of San
Carlos, San Fernando and Seventh
sts. to through traffic will be
postponed until after the completion of the multi-story SJS parking garage, according to a report
made to Student Council yesterday.
Jeff Davis, sophomore representative to Council and member
of the campus problent% committee stated that the San Jose city
council had indicated the closing
of those streets would create a
parking problem if there was no
alternative parking area. According to Executive Dean Grant
Burton, the garage is expected to
be completed in June of 1962.
In other business before Council it was announced that 32 appointive positions in ASB government are open for applications for
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one week. Included are positions
on the student judiciary, elections
board, student activities board, social affairs committee, plus recording and corresponding secretaries.
A proposal that the Model United Nations organization be made
an ASH committee and be incorporated into the ASH by-laws was
presented to council by graduate
representative Stan Stevens. The
plan was referred to committee
for one week and will be voted
upon at the next Council meeting.
In addition, a $150 loan was voted
to the Model U.N. for operating
expenses until a formal budget is
submitted next fall.
Four appointments to Sparta
Camp committee were approved
by council for the 1961-62 school
year. They were Sue Merrieth,

Controversy Lingers

HUCA Version of S.F.
Riots Told Tonight by Lewis
olio!! 1.1..%11, III, re-:earth and-.
lyst for the HCUA and son of the
well-known radio commentator,
speaks tonight at 7:30 in TH55
as the guest of Students Against
Communism.
A 28-minute version of "Operation Abolition," the controversial
film version of last May’s San
Francisco city hall riots, will be
shown on the program.
NARRATOR OF FILM
Lewis, narrator of the film, will
speak on the activities of the committee and the preparation of
-Operation Abolition," according
to SAC president Bill Weik.
A 25-cent donation will be asked
to help cover the coat of Lewis’

world wile
VETO-FREE COMMISSION ASKED
GENEVA 1UPDThe United States called yesterday for a
strengthened, veto-free control commission to enforce the cease fire
In Laos, where the rebels and the pro-Western government were
reported to have agreed to try and form a coalition regime.
Secretary of State Dean Rusk complained bitterly of repeated
Communist violations of the cease fire despite the present control
commission’s report five days ago that the truce was "generally effective."
LAOS GOVERNMENT-REBEL AGREEMENT
BAN NAMONE, Laos (CPIIRepresentatives of the Royal Laotian government and two rebel factions agreed yesterday to hold a
summit meeting on formation of a provisional coalition regime, but
failed to agree on a meeting site and a number of other key issues.
They included a joint delegation to represent this country at the
Geneva peace talks.
CUBA TO LET YANKS OUT
WASHINGTON (UPIICuba has agreed to let 92 U.S. citizens
return home Friday, the State Department announced yesterday.
The 92 will be given their exit permits today the department
reported.
A spokesman said Swiss diplomats in Havana informed Washington that the Fidel Castro government had agreed to issue the
permits.
MEETING BEING CONMIDF,REDgoweEs
WASHINGTON (CPUActing Secretary of State Chester A.
Bowles said yesterday a meeting between President Kennedy and
Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev is definitely under consideration.
However. Bowles emphasized, no decision has been made and
any final decision will he up to the President.

Gary Coniglio, Jerry Engles:, and
Kathy Ann Leeuwan.
Stan Stevens, chairman of the
installation banquet committee announced that the banquet will take
place June 1 at Lou’s Village. At
that time, the new ASH executive
officers, Student Council, and the
1963 Model United Nations secretary general will be installed.
a
*
Student Council also gave its
unanimous approval to a proposal that a wreath be sent to the
funeral of Hairy Campbell, the
ex-SJS boxer who died Tuesday
night from injuries received in a
professional fight in San Francisco. The wreath, sent on behalf
of Associated Student Body, will
be in "recognition of the very fine
fashion in which he represented
our institution" according to
Council Adviser Dr. Lowell Walters. It is also expected that a
permanent memorial plaque will
be presented to Campbell’s family
and another will be placed in the
men’s gymnasium
- -

$18,270
Given
For Training

appearance, Weik said.
Lewis, 25, attended the University of Virginia from 1953 to
1957Grant
and served as news director for
New York radio station.
HCUA STAFF
He has been on the HCUA staff
for two years, and has accomSan Jose Ste has been awardpanied the committee on all its
ed an $18,270 grant for an inhearings. Last year, the HCUA
service Mathematics Institute for
assigned Lewis to narrate and do
the 1961-62 school year.
technical direction for the San
The grant, awarded by the NaFrancisco riot film.
tional Science foundation, is the
Lewis, son of conservative comsecond such math grant awarded
mentator Fulton Lewis jr.. has
I to SJS this semester. Memberbeen on a speaking tour of U.S.
ship in the institute is open to
colleges since January and estiteachers in grades 7 through 12
mates his audiences have totalled who want to broaden and deepen
100,000 students, Weik said.
their understanding cf the mathe-

Pre-School Rush
Registration Begins
In Activities Office
All students planning to go
through pre-school peek rush in
the fall, must sign up now in the
Activities office, Adrn242, and obtain proper information, Arlene
Werner, panhellenic publicity
chairman, reported.
Next semester Will be the first
time that pre-school rush will be
tried here, Miss Werner stated.
Fall rushing will be from September 8-14, the week before orientation week, she added.
Rushees will be living in the
dorms during this rush week, the
publicity chairman indicated. The
recreation and education and the
rules and procedures bommittees
are now working on the foundations for the newly decided preschool rush, Miss Werner said.
Miss Janet Douglas. associate
dean of students, has mentioned
an expansion of the greek system
at SJS to include Jewish and or
Negro sororities and fraternities,
Miss Werner stated.
Questions to be considered, according to Miss Werner, are: Is
there a need for this? Would this
foster segregation?
Is there a need for other
"Christian- greek organizations?
Are the ;peeks ready for such a
step?
Miss Werner urged all greek
houses to consider the questions,
as discussion will occur later.

HOUSE RESOLUTION BLASTS CUBA
WASHINGTON (UPI) ---The House by formal vote yesterday
labeled Cuba "a clear and present danger" to the hemisphere. It
passed a resolution urging the Organization of American States to
take collective action against Premier Fidel Castro’s government.
In the strongly worded resolution which now goes to the Senate,
the House asked the OAS to impose sanctions against Cuba and
exclude its representative from meetings of the Inter-American
Defense board.
DEMOS WANT BIRCH INVESTIGATION
WASHINGTON (CPU Eighteen Democratic congressmen, all
opponents of the John Birch society, have suggested Investigations
to determine whether the society is abusing postal or tax privileges Sparta Party Holds
extended to nonprofit organizations.
The suggestion was made public Tuesday when Rep. Edith Green, Meeting Tonight
Sparta party will hold its fir-,
iD-Ore.i. released the text of a letter to the congressmen sent to
Chairman Howard Smith, (1)-Va.), of the House Rules committee. post -election meeting tonight ’ t
investigate thoroughly means of1
CANADA-U.S. AID SUGGESTED
putting platform ideas into efOTTAWA (CPUPresident Kennedy turned to the hard business fect," publicity chairman Barbara
of his Canadian visit yesterday with a proposal for the dominion gov- Mitchell has announced.
ernment to join the United States in paying for aid to impoverished
The meeting will be at 7 p.m.
Latin American countries.
in CH150.
But before conferring with Prime Minister John G. Diefenbaker
Miss Mitchell also said plans
this morning, the visiting chief executive hailed U.S. embassy per- for submitting resolutions and sugsonnel here as representatives of a world-wide American diplomatic gestions to next semester’s Stucorps which serves "the cause of freedom."
dent Council will he discussed.

matics of the secondary schools.
Classes will lie held on this
campus on Monday evenings. Sept.
25 through June 11. Information
regarding the qualifications for
membership in the institute and
financial support of patticipants
can be obtained by writing to Dr.
Rodney E. Anderson.
’The courses and their instructors are: Basic Concepts of Mathematics for the Junior High school,
Dr. Leonard Holder and Dr. Rodney Anderson: The Development
of Mathematical Concepts in the
Junior High school. Dr. Kenneth
Fowler and Dr. Max Kramer; Basic Concepts of Mathematics tor
the Senior High school. Dr. %V.
Howard Myers and Dr. C. Douglas Olds.

Honor Fraternity
Pledges 18 Men
been
Eighteen inerilt,,,r, h,,,
initiated into Phi Eta Sigma, national men’s lower division honor
fraternity, Dr. W. Donald Head,
faculty adviser and assistant professor of English, announced yesterday.
Phi Eta Sigma membership requires a 3.5 grade point average.
It is the lower division counterpart of Phi Beta Kappa, Dr. Head
explained.
New members include: Robert
Andrade, Kent Fairfield, Wallace
H. Clark, Clyde Powers. James
Webb, Ronald Brink, Robert Nye
and Richard Grover.
Also initiated were: Roger McGehee, Monte Hoskins. Karl Peterson, William Burns. H. M. Anthony, Harvey Kioese. William
Lundberg. Serge Heurlin and
Volney Goddard.

Summer, Fall Grad
Applications Due
applaations continue
to he taken for students expecting to graduate in the 1961 summer session or in February 1962,
announced Mrs. Georgene Merrell,
graduation clerk.
Appointments can be made in
the tegistrar’s office. Major and
minor forms must be on file in
the registrar’s office at the time
of the interview.

..
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Music Professor Piano Recital Here Today
-Sonata
To Present Recital
,op.
ronisa
m
Op.
Sunday at 3 p.m.

Thursday. May 113. 1961

Editorial

Indiscriminate
At approximately 10 p.m. Monday night Harry Campbell,
San Jose State’s 23-year.old professional lightweight boxer,
climbed through the ropes into the ring at San Francisco’s ketar pavilion.
Facing him, in the opposite corner of the ring, was Al Mt.&alio. a scrappy fighter who had dealt young Harry his first
professional deft-at March 20 after use successes in the tame
ring.
At approximately 10:36 p.m. the two boxers squared oil
in the ill-fated tenth and final round with neither athlete has.
ing a decisive edge in the bout.
After batling on somewhat even terms for the first two
minutes of the round. Medrano decked the SJS student. Harry
got up after a short count and seconds later was wrestled to the
canvas by an enraged Medrano. He again arose and once more
was knocked down eight seconds before the final bell.
Harry made it back to his corner. sat on the stool. and collapsed. By the time referee Vern Bybee announced that MeIran was the victor by decision. Harty had slumped into a
deep coma. Some 24 hours later he was dead!
Harrs neser rt gained consciousness as a battery of brain
.pecialists vainly battled to save his life. Early Tuesday morning the student underwent a three-hour operation to remove
a brain clot. His fatal brain injury was diagnosed as a subdural
hemorrhage.
Campbell was in a lifeless corns during his final 24 hours.
Ile didn’t suffer the anguish that kept hundreds of his admirers
and well-wishers glued to radios for a more recent report on
their friend’s battle for life.
He was a boxer in every sense of the word. Unlike the
"club fighters- who comprised practically all of his professional
competition. Harry was a keen student of the game and often
resembled a more experienced ring veteran.
After a successful 110-bout amateur career, which included
a berth on the 1960 United States Olympic boxing team, Harry
turned pro last Nov. 1 and swept through five opponent..
knocking out four. In his sixth battle he was stopped in decisive
fashion by Methane, setting up the tragic return bout.
Every so often an article appears in the paper revealing a
boxer’s death after a fight. This happens in both the professional and amateur ranks. and more often than most people connected with the game wonld be willing to admit.
Only when this type of accident concerns the reader does
it car rv impact. Such was the case when Wisconsin’s Charley
Mohr died after a bout with an SJS boxer in the 1060 collegiate
championships. Its impact led to the abolition of large scale
intercollegiate boxing.
It is difficult to gauge the impact that Harry’s death will
have on the sport. To he sure, SJS will not return to intercollegiate competition any sooner as a result of the untimely death.
That it will leave a permanent scar on those who knew
Harry cannot be denied. That it will put a damper on Bay
Area boxing is also a likelihood. But no one can say that the
utmost precautions were not taken in guiding Harry through his
short-lived boxing career.
Some will say he was over-matched. Not true. Many of the boxers he fought a. an amateur probably were of a higher caliber
than his professional competition. Was he not physically sound?
Harry was giveo a thorough physical examination, including an
intricate brain test before the bout and was reported to be in
excellent condition. His manager, Bill Young. took a fatherly
pride in Harry. It was just one of those things.
Fate does not discriminate could well be Harry’s epitaph
--N.P.
on the sands of time.

DO
GO
NEAR
THE
WATER!
You’ll make a pretty
splash
n one of these
iunior figure form-

fitting
swim suits of
70% Helence nylon.

20% cotton, 10/0 rubber,
Eye-catching
styles in many hues.
Sketched: but-ton
trimmed model is nosy,
millet is black,
piped in white. From
I SPECIALLY PRICED

early season

purchase

in sizes 5 to IS.

8.98

A hauisichord recital by John
Gillespie. associate professor of
music at the University of California, Santa Barbara, is scheduled for Sunday 3 p.rtt. in Concert Hall.
Tickets are being sold at the
Concert Hall box office and the
money collected will go into the
Music department’s scholarship
fund. Admission is 50 cents for
students and $1 general admission.
Professor Gillespie, who will
play compositions of Scarlatti
and Couperin, will be joined by
Gibson Walters, professor of music (violin), and Donald Homuth,
associate professor of music
(cello), in a trio by Rameau.
Graduated from DePauw university, Professor Gillespie has
a Ph.D. degree from the University of Southern California.
He was music director at the
Paris study center, France. 194546 and received a Fulbright
Qr;int in 1949.

BOTTLE BLUESLona Wright comforts Al Blair in a scene from
"Tomorrow’s A Working Day," a threeact play to be presented
admission.free tomorrow and Saturuay at 8:15 p.m. in Studio
Theater.

Music of Bach. Schumann and
Prokoviev will be performed by
student pianist Ricardo Trimillos today 1:30 p.m. in Concert
Hall when he presents his junior
recital, which is open to the public without charge.
Trimillos, a student of William Erlendson, professor of music, will present "English Suite

that I read a letter such as that
written concerning Dr. Koch. I
should like to clarify a few
points:
I. Dr. Koch feels that with
the many contraceptives available on the market today. there
Is no reason why "mature" people should not engage in sexual
relations. (This is response to
the problem of children and
nurseries.)
2. He simply stated, in answer to a question. how students
could protest approved housing
rules.
3. It was not in tile capacity
of an adviser that he spoke;
rather, he merely was exercising the right to express his
opinion.
Dr. Koch has been a family
man for 18 years. with no record of any immoral conduct.
Sorry he used a "nasty" word

Iiirespon,e to your question.
Could it be that the laughter of
the audience annoyed you?
In summary. Dr. Koch is not
"serving the American enemies":
it is because he is serving the
interests of the Atherican ideological belief in freedom of
speech that he speaks as he does.
Carole L. Burke

ASH 102(3

’Dr. Koch May Say
Anything He Wants’
EDITOR ’1
alking .11sease," Dr. Koch, has a right
to hold and express any views
he sees fit on any subject he
sees fit. The suppressionist views
expressed by Faleh Sayid-Hatin
in this column are far more
dangerous than Dr. Koch’s unorthodox sexual views..
The letter also reyealed a
basic ignorance of the view to
which the objection was raised.
Dr. Koch’s original letter and
subsequent statements explicitly
or implicitly specified the use
of contraceptives and the problem of illegitimate pregnancy
and birth is thereby eliminated.
"Bull . . .!" was an appropriate
reply to this uninformed objection to his views.
There are real and valid
grounds for objection to Dr.
Koch’s views, but it is necessary
to go deeper than the problems
of illegitimacy to find them.
John Paulson
A4660

SJS Demos Explain
Why They Like JFK
1.1)1Toit Recently
Gill. in a letter to Thrust and
Parry, listed nine policy resolution.s adopted by the California
Democratic council and the S.F.
Federated Y.D.’s, which he very
neatly labeled "liberal." He then
asked why our club prefers allegiance to President Kennedy
rather than to initiate our own
bold and new liberal platform.

I do not have the space to discus each of the nine resolutions
and give our position on them.
What I wish to question in this
letter is Mr. Gill’s apparent
fascination of the word "liberal."
It would seem that anything he
can label bold. nesv or liberal
is automatically beneficial and
within the realm of political
We take our positions on isis by examining the facts and
:.’riding what we consider to he
’risible and most beneficial to
Ia- welfare of the nation, not
,,,rording to the over-simplified
..,ssification of liberal or conservative. In this respect we
feel that President Kennedy gen(-rally is doing a good job, and

Records scheduled from noon
to 1 p.m. and 3 to 4 p.m. in the
library study room:
TODAY
Hindemith: Piano Sonata
No, S.
Beethoven: Plano Sonatas
Nos. 9 :slid IS.

H. Kroesse
A61112
Pre.). Man Jose State
Young Derne, rats
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Student
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Di MR All otUs Ilac a
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101 DALMATIANS
t
* Horse With A Flying Tail i
i*
MAN OF THE WEST :
Sponsored by
Webb’. 44 So. First St., San Jose ista,r ng Gary Cooper & Jur London*
*
*
*

SIGN UP! TUNE IN!
SPARTAN SALUTE
10-lI P.M. KLIV 1590 kc

1

MRVFAIR

GLANA’S

CV

38

4 0 S

is TH . U U SANTA.CLAILA

SALON OF BEAUTY

SPOKEN IN ORIGINAL
RUSSIAN LANGUAGE

as pleasure or the love of mankind: and this "cause" is in
actuality our god.
In conjunction with the love
of mankind, one wonders how
this principle can have any
meaning when we continue to
partake in unloving acts--such
as war. For war not only implies destruction, but innocent
victims are sacrificed quite impersonally. Thus I ask. how can
we pretend to love our fellow
men and at the same time an- ,
1
nihilate them through war?
We say war maintains our
freedoms, yet when has real
freedom been nurtured on
lence and suppression? We ever
righteously proclaim that onl%
through war can there be pear,
the peace that is essential to 11..
protection of our families.
This is not only a contradi,
tion in terms hut it also reve
how unwilling we really are t
sacrifice for our wives and clu
droll. For war and its prepac
lion can only lead to full:,
slaughter, and that includes 0
families. Again, if we cane
love those around us, how’ ea::
we claim the love of those we
hold most dear?

Hon Brockett
ASH 2232

,c,t4
Entered as second class matirr April 24,

1934, a/ San Jose, California. under the
act of March 3, 1179, Member California Newspaper Publishers’ Assn. PubItsited daily by Associated Students of
San Jose State College except Saturday and Sunday, during college year.’
Subscriptions accepted only on a re.
rnainder-of-school-year basis. In fall mounter, $4 in spring sermssfar, $2. CV
masfrir, $4 is spring sornesfar, $2.
JIM RAGSDALE
Editor !
MIKE SANDERS .. Adver. Mgr.
Day Editor
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SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
on all beauty services
MON.
TUES.
WED.
Continued Special Rates
on shampoos and sets
all five days
CYpres, 7.5919

FRI.\ I .

bc II ip,hicuyinen" of SJS
*formally San Remo’s

6
*Nod*

with BOWL OF CHERRIES:
and OVERTURE

167 E. Williams St,

Now showing 7 p.m. 9 IS
Sat. Sun. Coot, from 4 at

Presents
Nof everyone is w

.

CHARLES

AUGHTON

IN PERSON
A-ni

stories

readings

satire

..
,,’
"t
.1.

MASONIC AUD., May 20 (Sat. Eve.) 8:30
Berkeley Comm, Theatre, May 21 (AN.) 2:30
PURCHASE TICKET)

TH 16

IVA Student Discount on $3.25, 2.50, 2.00 T.

Hey Gang, Here’s A Tasty
Treat To Try Today . . .

17

SIZZLING HOT,
DELICIOUS PRAWNS
IN A BASKET PLUS
A TANGY. TARTAR SAUCE

41h & San Fernando

FEATURING:
Plus
A Ilappv Hour every Saturria

*winner grand o,,s
* San Franciuo
0,
*fizstlral.
*Double
*Cannes Film f.st,.i.
at
fr On. of rear’s bestN Y
*Tribune, N.Y. /OA Sat Fevre..

99’

We claim a San Josc First with this Bargain-en-a-licr.kce

\ 111. \
lir rt-;. .

ti...s.

the b01.1 PUS1101,
4010Vi since World
*War 1STIrne Meg

ONLY

LaC

41

eau,, ri live and die for, such

icaPdo,:i]
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11

11

chote "itzte

CALL NOW
FR 8-6406

r shall continue to support him
as long as he continues to do so.
Our nation cannot be led efficiently by millions of "bold new"
groups and vested interests:
without some cooperation we
could cease to be a self governing nation.
In conclusion I would like to
say that the SJS Young Democrats support their share of reforms, INA we reach our conclusions logically, and with the
best interests of the nation in
mind. We are not hypnotized
the words "liberal" and "reform."

Minor,"
22" and "Four’ Pieces.

4."
The pianist was named 1,,
"Who’s Who in American Col.
leges and Universities"
61 and also to Phi Kapp:
Phi,
upper division scholastic h,nor.
ary organization.
schVooallediincto1;i5a8n
ssi.igsh
he eflt(’ii.l
with three scholarship
including the Bank of Aim,
award in liberal arts

ILibrary Concert

--- Thrust and Parry
Freedom of Speech
Served by Dr. Koch
EDuroll_ _it is with dismay

in A

-Conveniently
Cross Corner

p ii

218 Willow

Fr orn Campus"

II

StrASCS

24

BURGERS

fte4ifily Dtfinr /

Jay

Truex, Tabori, Clark

Distance Stars Vie at Fremont

in
ir Pieces.
med
Can col,
for Iti60.
Pisa
! hono,
lose high
red Sjs
awards
America

Outstanding fields and some internationally known competitors
will feature the first annual
Northern California Track a nil
Field Meet Saturday night I May
201 at Sunnyvale’s Fremont High
School. according to entries annotliteed today by meet director
iiiid Winter.
Top flight competition is promi,ed in almost every event and
minounced
the meet of

rate

FAIRGROUNDS
FAIRWAYS
Golf Course

EIN

The 440 will feature Keith

50c

38405

FOR GREEN FEES
WITH COPY OF THIS AD

DIE

99

MOTOR TIAELP

COMPLETE BRAKE SERVICE

"._..4" Service

Aisocialeci .7fying
fib & Santa Clara

CY 4.5161
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JOE’S TELEVISION
N. 10th St.
CY 7-3541
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CY 4 4919
625 N. 6th BETWEEN JACKSON & TAYLOR
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ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOLSE
"Where Servings Are !.urge
And Prices Are Right"

515 S. 2till St.

Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

THE MOST AMAZING
TAPE RECORDER MADE.
HERE’S WHAT
YOU GET!

PRIES

Complete muttt.featured
tape recorder. Leather
carry case for recording
anywhere. Leather carry-

case for microphone.
Splicing kit.

Compare
wan sae co
cogarette pact!

0

-SPEED PORTABLE.
TAPES, PLAYS
etahi2ON TRANSISTORS.
THE SIZE IS THE THINS ... big recorder features in compact,

carry anywhere size, using economical penlight batteries.
BEAUTIFUL TONE REPIODUCTION with Neale speaker, transis

busied amplifier.
OPERATES SO EASILY ... I-lever control. 2 recording speeds,
recording button, indicator for voice level, battery condition.

GET OUR LOW, LOW PRICE!

mann ort fl
qrroo Components rmstom Sound
TAPE RECORDERS

STEREO TAPES

TV

3991/2 W. SAN CARLOS
SAN JOSE, CALIF.
CY 7-7700

RATES FOR STUDENTS & FACULTY

5/r

SPORTS
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bi
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Student Tickets

becoming the "clown prince of the ring" and the heavyweight
champion of the %%odd. Baer was an easy going man hut tlo
clowning was not inliirent in his pt,rsonality. l’he fatal blot. that he dealt Frankie Campbell fore% er left an imprint on hi,
memory and his ’,limning ian be correlated to the lethal power
he knew he packed in his fist.
The cointidenie. howt.ver, goes beyond the last nano, id
Ilarr and Frankly ampbell. It is a small thing, probahl unnoticed
nearl iserttile.
The third light ii1 Harry Campbell’s budding career tsalightsseight bout with Carlos Macia. iii
a scheduled
Niexico I its. Maria-. %s ill! the advantage of ring seaoiling..
went into the light as a -light fa.orite.
Campbell, s.ith
traight knockouts in his first prolessional bouts. Is ,as just beginning to gain a fistic reputation. Harry
was well knossii on campus for his AAU and Olympic accomplishments hut apparently the San Jose ring promoters staging
liar with the 23 -year-old Detroit -him’
the liont %sere not as fi
boxer.
The customary posters were distributed throughout the His
to build up intere-t in the Civic auditorium scrap. Bd.’s, Ow
llate Mid .111. for the bout, a brief skelch of each of the main

these five will run in the invitational event and a field of eight
to ten will run in a special 880.
In the mile are Fred Abington
and Jack Marden of the Youth
Village, Stanford frosh star Robin
Rubel, San Jose State freshman
[ten Tucker. Bob Schul of Oxnard
AFB and John Linn of California
and Woody Covington of California.
In the high hurdles will be 1NI’llirr- 55.1’. pr,sellilli:
Chuck Cobb and Fran Washing\ I \l I ks. 1:arlos. Nlexico (..its . Has fought the hest imInilton of the Youth Village. former i - It ittliii., ’Iona.. Fought ’a dr,iv, ss ti Bobby Vasquez. FigureNCAA champion Jim Ball of Ham- to11-ism’ her, ,Ilion AFB, Tom Harrison of San
-CAM PHI. II.. FR %NE" - and therein lies the story.
Jose State. Bob Bonds of the San
Ilarr Is, iit iiii, that i)veendier esening_ to dispose of th
Jose Frosh and Steve Cortwright rugged Nies,. ail in six rounds. ’so 11111. es en thought about di,
of the Stanford Fresh.
name error on the poster on the auditorium signboard ... then.
The discus will feature Jay Syl*
*
*
ester who also will compete in
To offer a maudlin clangs for a man like Harr\ Campbell
the shot put. Harry Edwards and
ld hi otul of It
iiirrs %sat- a 1-11,,- I inilisidital. lle
Dan Studriey of San Jose state. pros
iil that in his -en ice and ring careers. He died doing ss hat
Dave Weill and Don Bell of Stan- he s. anted to do. Ili- death i- tragii but it nmst not be used .1.
Jack Egan of the Youth
es who siour thy world for such tragedies to
rause hv the is
I1."?I’dlagaen.d
further their eril,allo il) han hosing.
Exciting competition is expected
Men of boxing c.mild not %sant it that was, even though
ii the javelin with Jan Sikorsky
01 sudden fatality in the ring. BuNtrthey realize the
of Camp Pendleton, Jerry Nord- know the risks of their priiiission. They have weighed the has ii
trom of California, Tom Clark sides of thy questiiin in their minds before they embark on situ -in
.ind Leo Long of the Youth Vil- careers. Other proleion- are hazardous. to a greater or lesser
kige, Art Batchelder of Stanford i xtent.
:Ind Chris Stack of the Stanford
(hie cannot directly compare the risks of a boxer to those iii
Erosh. Dick Rocks of the S. F’
astronaut. butt there is a correlation. Each is subjected to
andiii
Presidio and Dan Studney
danger. Earl. i, cognizant of it.
sek Donohue of San Jose State.
The pole vault will have tilv
who have cleared 14-4 or
antibetter this season:
Dick Kimmen. Dick titsar and Jeff Chase
ot s.an Jose State, Dare Tork of
,u up Pendleton, Ed Taylor of
the Almaden AFB and Phil
White of Stanford.

Sigma Chi scored a lti-t; upset night than there were at Custer’,
Win over Pi Kappa Alpha Tuesday last stand.

Di in: Poynter Out
Of Sunnyvale Meet

MEMPHIS. Tenn. I UPI I Mrs.
Eugene Burr says she got an 1.0.1 "for one birthday gift" from hei
1:l -year-old daughter, who ran out
allowance cash.

MA Upset; ATO
oosts Mural Lead

to push Alpha Tau Omega closer
II) the fraternity softball championship.
The loss put PiKA’s record at
5-2 and ATO bettered its mark
io 7-0 with a shutout. 7-0 win over
kainticia Chi Alpha.
S.IS coach find Winter reported
Delta Sigma Phi moved into
esterday that his star sprinter. third place with a free swinging
Dennis Johnson. would not be 13-12 triumph over Theta Chi. The
ertached from Saturday’s North-: Delta Sigs now have a 6-3 mark
’in California Invitational meet. in league play.
Johnson is favoring a leg in In other games. Sigma Alpha
airy hut Winter will wait until Epsilon handed Sigma Nu its sev,he day of the meet before decid- enth straight setback with an 8-3
ing whether or not to permit the decision. Phi Sigma Kappa boosted
I:untie:in star to participate.
its mark to 4-3-1 with a win over
At Fresno Saturday, Johnson Sigma Pi, Sigma Pi now has a
defeated a classy 100-yard dash season slate.
teId, despite a had start and
Sigma Phi Epsilon and The,
,treness in his leg. Winter wants Xi, with days off Tuesday. mi,,,his star in top condition for the tained 4-3 and 3-3 records rests, ,’Alifornia relays. May 27. and for lively.
he nationals in Philadephia in
Iine.
ADVERTISING INCREAsES
Missing, however. will be Bob
NEW YORK UPI -Commeriynter. Poynter is holding his
Tor t h cial banks in the United States
.:11 meet if
will spend an estimated $180 million this year to advertise their
services, according to a survey by
the American Bankers’ assn.
NEW AUTO INSURANCE
While this is only $8 million
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED
:iiswe 1960, is represents t he harp.
..1 outlay for advertising in the
Savings up to $120 on automobile
insurance are now common for
mist 16 years.
married men under ZS years of
age wills the California Casualty
Indsrsnity Exchange.
"Married men in this age bracket
are generally paying excessive
premiums for the degree of risk
involved," says George M. Campbell, Spartan Representative for
the Exchange.
"We believe that merried man
with family responsibilities is a
more careful driver, and causes
fewer accidents," said Campbell.
"Therefore, he is entitled to row
for mature drivers."
For example: A married man, age
22 with Bodily injury Liability
$10/20,000, Property Dam. g
$5,000 and Medical MO pays
about $157 year with most in
surance companies. With Cali.
fermis Casually he would pay
about $AO less $16 dividend, or
a net of $64 (based on current
20 per cant dividend). Thus he
about $93 with the Exchange. (Other coverages with
comparable savings).
Campbell declared that even unmarried men and women with
good driving records may save
over 20 per cent.
Call or write for full information
to George M. Campbell, 666
Maple Ave. Sunnyvale. Rhin* TIM (day & nits).

1

Coroner Probes Death

The shocking death of ha
,.
Campbell, former SJS boxer whose
professional career came to an abi.upt end Monday night, has left’
in
of mystery
its wake.
an air
Campbell, knocked out by clubfighter Al Medrano in the tem!,
round of Monday’s match in Sam
Francisco, died from a "massitt
brain hemorrhage." according
Coroner Henry W. Turkel, vc11,
performed the autopsy.

gly fateful comeidenee in the sudden, shork
There is net
ing death of hicter Darn Campliell. The promising lightweight
had a surname idelitieal. with that of another young ringman
imilarls met death in the ring.
The 880 has drawn Jim Beatty.
Frankii Camplo11 aas a rising San Francisco heavywt.ight
American record holder in the
career.
mile, former Californian Jerry two decades ago. II, was t»alelied, early in his
Seibert, ex-Stanford star Ernie with another pugilist of mite. Max Baer. Campbell’s real name
Ile Nan ilie brother of baseball player Dolph. who
Cunliffe, Larry Means of Oxnard was
a star -fix the old Brooklyn Dodgers.
AFB and Rich Kleir, outstanding later %scot MI to hec
Baer, before the fight with Campbell. was an unbeatable ---------- .
Stanford performer. Because so
much 880 talent was available, tiger, dedicated to his profession. The confident Sacramenian
GUARANTEED
TV
$26 & UP
dealt his inexperienced foe a fatal beating in the fight.
New Radios $10.95
The winner never recovered. lie tontinued at his profession.
and Don Ramos of San Jose
State, among other.

urday night’s track meet in Sunnyvale. Tickets for students, as
well as general admission tickets for $2.511, are available in
Is student Affairs Business of-

MUFFLERS & TAILPIPES INSTALLED

*

Jack Vermin. tanner Cal star
and 1960 U.S. Olympics Games
performer, Rob Karbiruti or
California, and SViilie Williams

special student tiekets for
Mire are being offered for Sat-

ITELEVISION

10TH & TULLY ROAD

)AT
NTER
XTY
160

IN

today the ;William ul the shot poi
to the original 1.2 event program
because of outstanding talent
available.
1
In the two mile run will be
Laszlo Tabor’, Merle McGee. and
Hugh Shettler of the Youth Vil- I
lage, Max Truex of Oxnard AFI3. I
Alan Gaylord of California, and ’
Charlie Clark and Horace Whitehead of San Jose State. Tabori,
Clark and Truex all have run
under 9:00 this season.
San Jose State’s Dennis Johnson, who has run :09.3 or better
five times this season, heads the
100 yard dash field as well as tla.
220.

Thomaasen of the Vont h Village.

STER

:ADE lit

3026

Thumuy,

ward
Turkel ups. .1 :mt..’
to believe that such injuries as
could be
coui
incurredd by Campbell
Can.’sIpeber"ill,

’’‘’"1" ‘
tis.,’’ 0

’
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All’s SIIANCIIAliz,i
Restaurant $
:
z..
SDELIC1OUS

’:

CHINESE DISHESs

ORDERS TO GO
BANQUETS OUR
SPE(.1 .1LTY

TV, RADIO, & HUI REPAIRS

ZZ

Open 7 Days a Week
DILLARD’S TV APPLIANCE
60 S. 2nd
CT 2-1310

z: 221 E. Jackson

4.1.

CY 3-7789 st

0.1.,.......-tv.".4atatictexetatotoewsorAs

lil.NT A BICYCLE
I-

Fon HEALTH & PLEAsLRE
** 3 -SPEED BICYCLES
** SPECIAL GROUP RATES

r)cttiki Cyclei
CY 3-9766

1435 The Alameda

..=.0410.1110,.41016.

)(lit

.S.4 VOR TI I E FLAVOR .
5-,"

)

of our KING SIZE RANCIIDI
..t Cumplete Weal In Itself Fur -15c

HOW TRUE

HOLLYWOOD IUPII- Warnet
t Bros. film studios, in a newsletter,
says there are far more Indians

Where else but

ice o Tace4

and horses on television every

4th & ST. JAMES

BETTER THAN NOTHING

\

11\1 I 11
%I.

t 1.511

RENTALS
This complete ensemble
includes:
White Dinner Jacket

Black Tropical Tuxedo Trousers
Cummerbund and Tie
Pleated Formal Shirt
Cuff Links and Studs
Suspenders
Handkerchief
Come see this amazing
package twine al:
s veto Slop
COMPLETE MEN S FORMAL WEAR

Don’t Look So Sad ...
You Can Still Get Your
it/ 7CPPe $6.00
THI6 and in front of Student Book

e specialize in nieWs
wedding apparel"
Rentals Sales
IS S. 4th Si. Seri Jose, Calif.
CYpress 3-7420

Store

"We are one dm Ilralri’l* tIiiStraturt. apparition.
oh. captain.

Does the torths

l’4’ rill ans.

additional aspects of its naitire’t" %Although the st-a haze partiallv ob.curys Inv
ision. I Call See that II is composed of liven’sfluid parts. ’Of it hat possible signifiC1I1111
"None. thiu far. but in six tlaN

%LIN. 2 Ith

The tlp

brave

it shall be kiitm
itt Ili -A..).

_nada
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Election Chairman

Releases

Af.s IR 1961

Textiles
Orchesis Group vvII ByOriginal
Grad Student
Relate Poetry, Music lin Gallery Display

16th CENTURY MELODY

Results

Faculty Council Seats
18 Representatives

... the journal or a sea ;inroad
living on land, wanting to fly the
air." is Carl Sandburg’s definition of poetry.
Students in the Orchesis Dance
group will attempt to show
through their dancing, the relation
of poetry to music tomorrow
night in a graduate dance concert scheduled at 8:15 in Morris
Dailey auditorium.
Tickets priced at 50 cents for
students and $1 general admission
are on sale now in the Student
Affairs business office. TRIG.
Tickets will be available at the
door tomorrow night.
INTERPRETATIONS
The dancers will interpret Canto
I of the Paradise from Dante’s
Divine Comedy, a Shakespearean
sonnet, and poetry by Ben Jonson, Robert ’LaFontaine, Victor
Hugo, and Carl Sandburg. They
Will brim! to life a crone from

Edo .11 ti

Dolsist J Betando. instructor i
’ in industrial arts: Dr. Ralph Cumfilings. associate dean of students; .
Dr. Leroy R. Posey jr.. professor
of physics: Associate Profs. Julius!
Menendez, Dr. Ralph Parkman,
Willard J. Saundets and Alden!
TWO-SEAR TF.RM8
Elected for two-year terms on Smith, Assistant Profs. Dr. Gerthe Council are the following fac- trude B. Corcoran. and Dr. Joseph ,
11. Young.
ulty members:

engineering

and Faculty Council
elections chairman, yesterday released names it 18 newly-elected
*faculty anti staff representatives
on the Faculty Council.

eji111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
12 varieties of

PIZZA
DANCING
FINE ITALIAN DINNERS
& SANDWICHES
Tomorrow Night is
cataly

71.9A/

6 to 8 p.m.
REFRESHMENTS 1cS A GLASS

UNTIL ’62
Members elected to the Council
v.huse terms will not expire until
1962 are:
Professors Edward C. Glover
and Dr. G. W. Ford; Associate
Profs. Dr. Roland F. Lee and Mrs.
Eleanor Mann: Assistant Profs.
Dr. John T. Ballard, Dr. Mervyn
L. Cadwallader. Mrs. Helen S".
versa, and Dr. Charles M. Larsen
Jack L. Filer. personnel officer.
. was the lone staff member elected
to the group.
The Faculty Council is a coordinating group and often offers
suggetstions to the administration
on matters of policy.

k( (WAN. PIZZERIA
1076 The Alameda
CY 5.0146
Under the new State College
Parking in Rear
Board of Trustees, the Faculty
Open I I a.m. to 2 m
Council is expected to enjoy new
7111101millintlik011111111111illrlilinir
- powers in recommending Policy ’
be instituted into effect by
; Board.
, This will apply to all Facti.
Councils in state colleges throu
out California.
Port-Time Work Now
leading to
Summer Full -Time Work

ELECTRONIC PARTS
HI -Fl EQUIPMENT

No experience necessary.
We train you.
Salary while learning.
Can earn $2.00 an hour.
Pleasant telephone voice
required.

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
Op,, Mon. & Thur. Tilt 9

Iiiired Radio & .911

Apply 210 So. lst. Suite 401
Before one p.m. or after five p.m.
or call CY 7-6582

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
CY 8-1212
1425 W. San Carlos

SAVE! - SAVE!
Big

Discounts

on

Car Services

10 -Minute Service on Lubrication
BIPLES OF MONEY-SAVING SERVICES
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
B.

Lubrication
Oil Change
Oil Filters
Wheel Pack (per wheel)
Tires Rotated (per wheel)
Broke Adjustment
Brakes relined (most cars)
Mufflers 115.minute service)

$1.25
qt. 41Ic
30% off
1.10
35c
97c
515.00
30’. off

CREDIT - BANKAMERICARD. FIRST NATIONAL
Students - Call Cr 5.6257 for appointment

DISCOUNT LUBRITORIUM
6th & Keyes Streets

CYpress 5-6257

CLASSIFIEDS
For Sal.

CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line first insertion
205 a lire succeeding Insertions
2 line minimum

11953 FORD con, i.
$295 call UN 7-366b.

. . w seat belts.

coupe. good cond.ticn
1’59 Volvo sport
$350 equity ca.! V,00r 6 5368.

TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs OfficeRoom 16, Tower Hell, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

By owner. house in Cambrian Park, 3
bedrooms plus den or 4th bedroom: 21/2
Oaths, 24 foot living room: family $it.
chen: big lot: Sept. occupancy. Under
320 000: price depends on finenc
1ES 7-0719 of college ertension 2527.
I Polaroid Camera. case & accessories. :E..,
or offer, Ray McFar’ord CY 7.9989.

Itoatals

’60 Cornet Ds Lion. 3150 bet,. be
tl Etcel. oond U’s Stam0s SP & r.
! 2118.
WOMEN ENJOY 7..r1..1.)/1i LIVING 1.. . ’48 Olds. 540. ES 7_9296 as,. ,.. .--1
ng surrmo,
or -..4
New Xtta
Parson&
lie op.’ it,.
(DU lent It.t/-’4OR 643 S. 8th CY
100 WEDDING INVITATIONS 1 ,
pius I in gold free. AL 2.9191.
CLOSE TO COLLEGE, summer session
Wanted
, .,nester for 4 lid:.
C.eeni,n. so -s. F. Jena:, 445 So, 8th sr, DIRTY LAUNDRY, for Students Laundry
Pure, apt. Love;y up:fairs, I bdrm. sleeps Service, free pickup & delivery. 24 hr.
3. 463 So. 7th CY 5.5193 or CY 5-5)61. service. CY 4.2420. 60c per 8 lb.
MIssellaawao
Two 4 rm. apts. furmshed a+ 588 S. 10,,h
St. Information CY 4.0830
Esp. typist, term papers, etc.. Reason.
CL I 1824, CL
Quiet, Modern I bedrm. fury. apt. I/2 able. Dal
blade from campus. evai!able June 1st, 4335,
couple preferred $akso, 33 So, 6th St. Prat Ser. Club Oro. ISQ dances. Pe’
phone owner, AX 6.9380
Sorter Pd. park CY 7.0950.
Summer Session. 2 bedroom furnished
Nod
apts.. electric. kiFchens. wall to wall carIn dia,r,nrir and
pet 11/2 has to SJS, Reasonable summer Heirloom ring
Scot ,n plat.num tew.t.d - CY 4 7916
I
tales. 423 So. /th St, CY 4/102.
Hom - se, :us 1,,dee.s Al
rr--. .1,h,r ett.
S31.50/ o
4
2 fl3 5333

ORCHESIS DANCERS-Bick Goss, graduate in drama, and
Gail Coleman, junior art major, dance to Shakespeare’s sonnet
56, to the background of a 16th century lute melody. Their dance
is one of several costumed productions being readied for the
Orchesis graduate dance concert tomorrow night.

Jewish Leader
To Talk Tonight
On ’Israel 1961’

AWS Position
Forms Available

Lewis CLPITIall’s Alice in Wonderland, where the mock turtle anti
the gryphen show Alice how to
dance the Lobster Quadrille.
Miss Margaret Lawler, assistant
in physical education, choreographed the entire program, and
will also dance in part of it. She
has been working "most of this
year" in preparation for the conCert.
IL’AE OF POETRY
She explains, on the mimeographed program, that the poetry
"is sometimes an integral part of
the dance, sometimes merely
starting point for the development
of an idea. Some of the dances al.
narrative or dramatic: some fair
literal and some more abstractly
symbolic."
Orchestra members and the SJS
Madrigal group will provide live
and taped music for the dances.
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Fresh
Ir.
Applications fl :537-; summet enLink Sausage . 45c
rollment must be in the summer
sessions office, Adm144, no later
Steer
lb.
than June 1, Dean Joe H. West
Beef Liver ... 49c
announced.
The SJS summer session proTHURS MAY IS 5
Armour Star
S. J. CIVIC AUD.
gram will include approximately
Thick Sliced
2.= pkg.
..5lietti $A. $3.75. 52.10- ’al
S..1 Be’ Otf:ce: CY t 0861
900 courses covering "wide areas
St. Clare HoTel
Bacon
98c
of study," Dean West said.
Mail 8 Phone Orders Accec,
cornedan RONNIE SCHELL
Up to 10 semester units may
Center Cut
lb.
lkr brute rhooe
be obtained through two con-se,
QUARTET
Sliced
Ham
AUSTRALIAN
JA72
.
.
98t
tive summer sessions, the first
six weeks, June 26 to Aug. 4, and the second for four weks. Aug. 7
-k) UrAAVAAVJAAUN
to Sept. 1.
Special intersession workshops,
for one unit each, will be offere,I
kaJan1 Ailitoiplere
from June 19 to 23, and a so,
week branch session will be you -ducted at Hartnett college June
. . . to enhance your enjoyment of our
-7;
26 to Aug. 9.
superb cuisine
According to the dean, a record
Definitely conducive to the fine art of dinirt..;
enrollment is anticipated. The 1960!
summer enrollment was 7,506.
well is the atmosphere of quiet elegance and
"Summer is a good time for
good taste in which our delicious food.
students to take courses to shorten
the time required for graduation
served. It adds so much to the
or to work off academic deficiencies." Dean West said

Ad Seminar Opens
At SJS Tomorrow

11

The textiles; repre,01,usually high level ot
ship, according to Mow
Art department pith],
man.

AN
EVENING
WITH it

June 1 Deadline Set
On Summer School
Application - West

Ajijii.c.itions for is.WS appoint is e
positions are available in the Ac, An address entitled "Israel- tivities office, Adm242, and in the
1 961 -A Country To Stay" will be College Union, 315 S. Ninth St.,
presented before the combined Carolyn Cottrell,
AWS president,
’membership of B’nai B’rith Hillel
and the Student Zionist organiza- announced yesterday.
The applications must be retion by Efraim Margolim, head
of the Pacific region of the Ameri- turned by May 24 at 12 p.m. Coeds
can Jewish Congress, tonight at 8 should also sign up for interviews
o’clock.
scheduled for May 23, 24 and 25,
The lecture will be given at she said.
Committee chairmanships open
Newman hall, 79 S. Fifth St., and
will be open to all interested stu- are: calendar, intellectual March
dents. There will he no admission Melodies, Women’s Week, studentfaculty, community service, pubcharge.
Margolim has studied and lived licity, Christmas door decorations,
in Israel for a number of years. AWS correspondent and the newsletter.
He is cun-ently teaching at a
Qualifications for these positions
San Francisco law school. in ad- include
a 2.25 grade point averdition to being active in the Amer-1
age and one semester at SJS.
ican Jewish Congress.
1 Two representatives -at-large b,
The American Jewish Congress. the judicial board will also he sefounded in 1918. worked toward lected. A 2.25 grade point average
the creation of the state of Israel and upper division standing is reuntil 1948 and since then has vig- quired of applicants. she explained.
orously supported it. Another
San Jose will be the site 01 the
function of the Congress is the!
California Newspaper Publishers
enrichment and preservation
assn, advertising seminar torn.
Jewish culture.
row and Saturday, accordinv
Charles E. Marshall, associate p!
fessor of advertising.
The purpose of the seminal
ei Appointments for pre-registraon advising are requested to be to "promote greater ativerttsitn,
..isle by occupational therapy ma - sales volume, particularly among
101)11
tors this week, according to Miss the newer members of advertising
Flying 20, meeting, CH227, 7:30 Mary Booth, head of the
O.T. de- staffs." Professor Marshall said.
m.
Professor Marshall, who is direc, par t ment.
Spartan Chi, meeting. CH164,
Students are asked to see their tor of the two-day seminar, said
7 30 p.m.
advisers for apointments. Appoint- , the program will include lectures
Roger Williams forum, speaker; ment sheets will be posted on fac- by experienced newspaper and adDon Emmel, "Human Prob- ulty office doors, HB306, 307 and vertising men and panel dissm:,,ms in Cultural Crisis," 156 S. 420.
sions designed to "stimulate Mt, 111th St., 12:30 p.m.
Program advising will continue that will spark more and bell,
Alpha Gamma, meeting, A119, thrs o’1 Mrs 776.
sales."
2 p.m.
Dr. Dwight Bentel, head ol
Young Republicans, elections,
Journalism and Advertising ii’
7:30 p.m.
20Spaces Still Open partment and chairman of the
student Nursing assn., meetin_
CNPA advertising seminar, will
.!,wer hall. 3:45 p.m.
For San Simeon Trip greet delegates on opening day
Social Affairs committee. me el
Montgomery hotel.
Ai,00r
tenntin in the the
1,4, CH162, 3:30 p.m.
Humanities club excursion to the
GAMBLING OUT
rimowitow
William Randolph Hearst castle in
BEIRUT, Lebanon (UPI1- P..: Arah-Amerlran Students assn.. San Simeon this weekend.
.,eeting, College Union, 5:30 p.m.
Any student is welcome to sign ents and parliamentarians has e
Friday Flicks, "Somebody Up up, according to Dr. E P. Pana- joined forces here against pinball
There Likes Me," Paul Newman. gopoulos, club adviser. A $12 fee parlors.
A new law has hrdered the IT11
Pier Angeli, TH55, 7:30 p.m. 25 covering transportation, hotel accommodations and admission to pounding of all mechanical gamcents.
Sparta party, meeting, CH150, the landmark is due with registra- bling devices. Parliament acted
7 tam. Special platform discussion. tion in the Humanities office, after parents complained that
Nafeh (pinball) and one -arm -banF0127.
futuPe plans.
SATURDAY
Dr. Panagopoulos and his wife dits were claiming too much of
Junior-Senior hall, Hawaiian will be chaperones for this annual their children’s pocket money.
There is no law against betting
Gardens, 9 p.m. to 1 a.M.. $2.75 visit planned by the Humanities
on horses.
club.
ILid

Spartaguid

An exhibit
woven onginal textileSusan Moore, grasiu..
are currently oil (1151,1
Lktle Gallery of the. Ai ;
ment.
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